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Aardema, Verna. Half-A-Ball-Of-Kenki; an Ashanti Tale; illus. by Diane Stanley Zuromskis.
Warne, 1979. 78-16135. ISBN 0-7232-6158-X. 33p. $8.95.
An adaptation of an Ashanti folktale is illustrated with colorful blocked pictures,
R some framed, that have bold, full use of space and have decorative details based on
K-2 Ashanti motifs. Kenki is cornmeal mush, and it is Dokonfa, the half-portion of the
title, that comes to the rescue of Fly after his rival Leopard has tied him to a tree. Fly
and Leopard had gone looking for girls to marry, and Leopard had resented the way
the young maids clustered about Fly but run from him. This is a double why-story,
since it ends with Dokonfa throwing Leopard into a fire, producing his spots, and also
explains that flies always sit on leaves in which kenki has been wrapped because they
are saying thank you on behalf of their ancestor. Nice to read aloud or use for
storytelling, the tale has representations of sounds ("Leopard leaped harrr out of the
bushes . . . she unwound the creeper kpung, kpung, kpung . . . She was stepping
daintily pip, pip, pip ... "), repetition, and the victory of the weak over the strong as
appeals, and it's told with verve and humor.
Barth, Edna, ad. Balder and the Mistletoe: A Story for the Winter Holidays; illus. by Richard
Cuffari. Seabury, 1979. 78-4523. ISBN 0-8164-3215-5. 64p. $7.95.
Although the writing style is subdued, it seems not inappropriate for the gravity of
R this adaptation of a portion of Norse mythology; Barth has eschewed the softer
4-6 variations and based her version of Balder's death on the Sturluson telling of the
Icelandic Edda, and she has done a fine job of clarifying the complexities of the
mythic characters. The goddess Frigga asks every living and non-living thing in the
world to swear they will not harm her son Balder when he says he has dreamt of his
own death-everything but the mistletoe. That information is cunningly drawn from
her by the wicked Loki, and he uses it to kill Balder. The story ends with Balder in
the underworld, doomed to stay until the final battle between the gods and the frost
giants who threaten the world; a brief author's note describes the ways in which
Balder was remembered in the rites of Norse, Celtic, and Germanic peoples and the
symbolic use of mistletoe. Clean pages and good-sized print, combined with the
directness and simplicity of the style, make this an eminently readable version, and it
is enhanced by the dramatic and graceful Cuffari drawings, strong compositions of
grays and white against an ochre background.
Bawden, Nina. The Robbers. Lothrop, 1979. 79-4152. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41902-X; Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-51902-4. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67.
Solitary and happy, nine-year-old Philip lived with his grandmother in an apart-
R ment in a seaside castle; his mother was dead, his father a peripatetic television
4-6 reporter. When his father married an American, Philip went to London for what he
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thought was a visit; it proved to be a long stay. Precocious and articulate, Philip made
only one friend, Darcy, a street-wise boy whose family (an arthritic father, brother
Bing who was a street peddler, Bing's black wife Addie, a beautiful and sensitive
woman) made Philip welcome. It is when Bing is sentenced for selling stolen goods
that the two boys, desperate, plan their robbery of a rich neighbor's home. The deed
is particularly significant because Philip's ethical sense is so strong; it is his sympathy
(Bingjailed; Addie pregnant) and loyalty to Darcy that make him break his own code.
And it is in the disparate reactions of his cold, bullying father and his understanding
grandmother (who goes to see Addie) that Philip finds the answer to the question of
his future: he chooses to live with his grandmother. The characterization is superb,
perceptive and trenchant; the writing style is polished, the book beautifully struc-
tured.
Beatty, Patricia. Lacy Makes a Match. Morrow, 1979. 79-9813. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-
22183-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32183-6. 170p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63
net.
Lacy Bingham, thirteen, describes her efforts to marry off her older brothers; her
R adoptive mother is dead and Lacy, although she loves Pa Bingham and the boys,
5-7 dislikes housework and cleaning. When her oldest brother suddenly marries, Lacy
takes on the job (secretly) of finding wives for the other two. The story is set in
California in 1893, and Lacy is as lively and unconventional as a girl of that period
could be convincingly. There's an abundance of action and humor in the writing, and
the plot is credible and credibly told as the work of an adolescent. A sub-plot that has
to do with Lacy's efforts to gain information about her natural parents is nicely
handled, and the period details are smoothly incorporated.
Boynton, Sandra. Hester in the Wild; written and illus. by Sandra Boynton. Harper, 1979.
78-67026. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020631-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020654-3. 28p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
A bouncy little blunt-snouted pig, Hester, runs into a series of problems when she
Ad goes on a canoe trip: the canoe leaks, then the tent leaks, then she's invaded by
3-5 gophers. She tricks the gophers into leaving, is bullied by a bear who's their friend,
yrs. and is accosted by a flying rabbit who has come to help her. The rabbit's offended by
Hester's incredulity, and flies off, saying, "Whoever heard of a talking pig with a
canoe?" And that's about it; Hester thinks it over, packs up, and paddles off. The
illustrations are cartoon-like but uncluttered, clean in line and softly pastel; the story
has a nicely jaunty quality but a limp ending.
Bradbury, Bianca. Mixed-Up Summer. Houghton, 1979. 78-31792. ISBN 0-395-27816-3. 195p.
$7.95.
Gay wasn't sure whether she wanted to go to college or become a nurse like her
Ad mother. She was even less sure she wanted to marry Tom. Hard-working, serious,
8-10 Tom had bought and was repairing an old house for them; he didn't want Gay to go
into nurse's training, didn't even approve of her volunteer work as a nurse's aide. Gay
loved working with patients, and she certainly admired her mother's dedication to a
nursing career. There was a quarrel; Gay's mother wouldn't advise her, but she did
ask, "Gay, how does the future look to you, with no Tom in it?" That did it.
Reunion, happy ending. The plot is routine, but it's saved from mediocrity by the
capable writing style, the warmth of the relationship between Gay and her parents,
the serious problem of Tom's alcoholic mother, and--for some readers-the many
hospital sequences. The treatment of a fairly common problem is believable, but the
author doesn't quite convincingly make it much of a problem, just a young woman
who is indecisive about her future.
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Brunhoff, Laurent de. The One Pig with Horns; written and illus. by Laurent de Brunhoff; tr.
from the French by Richard Howard. Pantheon, 1979. 78-4917. Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-83673-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-93673-6. 31p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.99 net.
An oversize book tells a nonsense story about a pig who puts horns on his head and
NR assumes a series of roles. First he's an angry bull, frightening the other animals; he's
K-2 a clown, a mother, a baby, etc. In the end he is himself; he throws away one horn and
uses the other to make music. The pictures (some full color, some black and white
line) are arranged in various ways on the pages: a single picture broken into squares
and rectangles, a series of frames combined with animals on and around the frames.
The text is hand-printed in a variety of sizes, sometimes as text, sometimes as
captions. The pig keeps taking his head off and putting it back on. There's some
humor in the nonsense, and some bravado in the treatment, but the whole has a
patchwork quality and the inevitable fragmentation of the what-can-I-think-of-next
approach.
Burchard, Peter. Chinwe; written and illus. by Peter Burchard. Putnam, 1979. 78-24401. ISBN
0-399-20667-1. 127p. $6.95.
A story of slavery is set in 1838, and its heroine, Chinwe, is a young Ibo woman
R whose village is raided by men of a coastal tribe who are slave hunters. Only her
6-9 young brother is with her when Chinwe is marched to the sea; her mother and sister
have been killed and her father is away. The whippings, the back-branding, and the
degrading treatment of the Ibos bring the first reactions of anger that continue when
the slave ship sails and its occupants are subjected to further cruelty. Chinwe finds a
store of weapons and participates in a successful takeover of the ship, but when they
land, the Ibos are met by slaveholders. The book concludes with a brief and rather
telescoped section that describes Chinwe's purchase and her continuing belief that
some day she and her brother will be free. Like other books about the slave trade,
this shows the culpability of black and white, and it shows that there were men and
women with compassion in both groups, but-while it has an active and appealing
protagonist-it is weakened by the ending. The writing style is almost stately, the
tone somber despite the awful vividness of details.
Burton, Marilee Robin, illus. The Elephant's Nest: Four Wordless Stories. Harper, 1979.
78-20263. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020905-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020906-2. 46p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.79 net.
In four wordless stories, the simple but static pictures do an inadequate job of
NR telling the reader what is happening, and what is happening is rather dull. First, a bird
3-5 hatches eggs out of which come small elephants that grow large and fly away; second,
yrs. some mice fly to the moon where the creatures who have several heads (or tails, or
eyes) cut them pieces of the moon (brown cheese) with which they fly back home;
third, so many birds descend on a lion that it walks away; fourth, a small elephant and
a small giraffe jump out of a kangaroo's pouch along with four small kangaroos. A
large elephant and a large giraffe come to claim their (presumably) offspring. Flat
colors, flat stories.
Carrick, Malcolm. "I'll Get You!" Harper, 1979. 78-19490. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021123-7;
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021124-5. 188p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
The setting is London, the time is some years after World War II, and the speaker
R is Michael. A shy and sensitive boy, he yearns for demonstrations of affection from
5-7 his snobbish parents and remembers with aching love the grandparents who were so
affectionate and patient with him and his older brother. Dad and Mum are irritated by
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the way the neighborhood has changed; they are surrounded now by poor people
they despise, and are unaware that Michael longs to be just like his friends. The book
has several plot threads (a labor strike, a competition for trade between two men, the
treatment of a retarded girl, the bullying that cows Michael) and they are most
adroitly knit, amply compensating for the lack of a strong story line. The dialogue and
characterization are colorful and consistent, and what Carrick achieves is a vivid
evocation of a segment of urban life as well as a touching and sympathetic picture of a
child whose passion for justice moves him to compassion for others rather than
self-pity.
Chew, Ruth. The Witch's Garden; written and illus. by Ruth Chew. Hastings House, 1979.
78-26939. ISBN 0-8038-8095-6. 112p. $5.95.
Susan and her visiting cousin Josh have a series of fantastic adventures when they
M make the acquaintance of the elderly woman who's moved in next door. They be-
3-4 come tiny when the brew in her watering can spills on them, they discover that the
mint leaves from her garden have magical powers, and they discover a dragon when a
large hole opens in the ground. Chew's formula is alternating realistic and magical
episodes, so that the story never synthesizes the two elements, and the lack of fusion
weakens the book. The writing style is adequate, but there is no characterization; the
illustrations, effective black and white drawings, convey more atmosphere than does
the writing.
Children's Dictionary. Houghton, 1979. 78-27636. ISBN 0-395-27512-1. 816p. illus. $10.95.
In a single-column format, wide margins carry illustrations, some of which seem
R poorly chosen since the object being illustrated is dim or is in the background of a
3-6 photograph. The entries include phonetic pronunciation, part of speech, other forms
of the word (plural forms of nouns, tenses of verbs), definitions, and-usually-
examples. All forms of the entry word are in boldface; examples are printed in italics.
A pronunciation key is repeated at the bottom of each verso column. Derivations are
not included; variant meanings and explanations of idiomatic use are. All in all, a
middle-grades dictionary that is easy on the eyes, easy to use, and quite extensive,
with over 30,000 entries.
Christmas. Our Sunday Visitor, 1979. 78-57004. ISBN 0-87973-709-3. 160p. illus. $12.95.
While a compendium that includes varied material about and for Christmas may be
R useful in library collections, this seems especially suitable for family use. First pub-
5- lished in England, the book begins with a reproduction of the pages of the Bedford
Book of Hours, a beautiful illuminated manuscript; it concludes with three Christmas
stories, two of which are contemporary, the third being a version of the Russian
traditional tale of Baboushka. In between are sections on crafts, music, customs
around the world, holiday recipes, paintings, saints, and greeting cards. Coverage of
each topic is slight, but the variety in the volume and the beauty of many of the
illustrations contribute to its usefulness and appeal.
Coren, Alan. Klondike Arthur; illus. by John Astrop. Little, 1979. 78-23176. ISBN 0-316-
157333. 74p. $6.95.
The indomitable Arthur shows up again in another frontier story, but here Coren
R adds a new note; unlike the earlier tales (Arthur the Kid, Railroad Arthur) there is no
4-6 pitting of the young hero's wit against the brawn of marauding desperadoes. No,
Arthur brings grace and culture to a rough Klondike enterprise, the Rotten Old
Saloon. Coren pokes fun at the throbbing, saccharine contemporary stories of rough
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men brought to gentle tears by a young innocent, as Arthur first charms the saloon's
customers by his poetry recitations and then tames the feared and ferocious Grizzly
Wilkinson into amicability and a love for music and verse. This could be fun in any
case, but Coren's blithe exaggeration and polished pseudo-serious style make it
hilarious.
Cullum, Albert. Blackboard, Blackboard On the Wall, Who Is the Fairest One of All? Harlan
Quist, 1979. 78-70569. ISBN 0-8252-0728-2. 63p. illus. $6.95.
Assorted illustrators present a wide range of media, styles, and tones in full-page
M pictures that face pages in which teachers-in an equally broad spectrum-muse
4-6 about themselves, their work, and their students. Examples: "New faces every
September . . . Maybe this year, I'll find a poet! A scientist! . . . Maybe this year
. ." or, "This class is worse than last year's! That first year teacher prepared them
for nothing! They need drill, drill, and more drill! I'll drill them!-right through the
wall!" Others begin, "Those older kids make me nervous .. ." or "It's P.T.A. night.
I'll have to smile a lot .. ." or "Who needs this crap? Who needs these fourth grade
brats?" or "My kindergarten children are so sweet.. ." Whether this will appeal to
children or adults more is debatable; the text, written by a teacher, certainly ex-
presses a range of attitudes and may help children realize that teachers are people but
the acrimony expressed by some of the fictional teachers may well offend some
readers.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony. Songs of the Fog Maiden; written and illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Holiday House, 1979. 78-12822. ISBN 0-8234-0341-6. 28p. $8.95.
Walking first in her Day Garden and then in her Night Garden, the Fog Maiden
Ad sings her gentle songs before she travels the world, and just before dawn she flies
K-2 again to her Day Garden to repeat the cycle. Her songs speak of her love for all the
children of the world; her love is protective, as is the guardian spirit's love: "I watch
and protect my dear sweet friends / So they'll never be afraid," sings the Fog
Maiden's blue cat, Token. There's no strong story line here, and some of the songs
are a bit wispy, but there's a lulling softness in the rounded shapes and pastel tones of
the illustrations.
Dickinson, Peter. Tulku. Dutton, 1979. 78-11461. ISBN 0-525-41571-8. 286 p. $8.95.
Orphaned when the Chinese village where he lives is burned by the Boxers, the
Ad thirteen-year-old son of an American missionary joins the small company led by an
7-10 Englishwoman who is collecting botanical specimens. Theodore is impressed by Mrs.
Jones although he's embarrassed by her swearing and by the fact that a guide, Lung,
is clearly her lover. They go to Tibet; there a Lama announces that the child Mrs.
Jones is carrying will be the new Lama-all signs point to it. As an ardent Christian,
Theodore is appalled by Buddhist practices that seem to him pagan, but as time
passes he begins to see why and how Mrs. Jones has become a believer and has
decided to stay and dedicate her and Lung's child, when it is born, to the monastery.
Theodore, at the end, is en route to the United States, stopping in England to visit a
former lover of the redoubtable Mrs. Jones and bring him a bulb of the rare Tibetan
lily she has found. The title is the name of the chosen Lama. There are many hazards,
many incidents that happen before the travellers get to Tibet, so that the story has
action and excitement, but it's vitiated to an extent by periodic passages of great
length that are merely descriptive. Mrs. Jones is a great character: slightly vulgar,
cheerful, determined, and shrewd; Theodore is, save for his strong faith, rather
colorless and not quite believable as only thirteen. Exotic . . . but uneven.
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Dotts, Maryann J. When Jesus Was Born; illus. by Paul Zepelinsky. Abingdon, 1979. 79-3958.
ISBN 0-687-45020-9. 32p. $4.95.
Illustrated with framed, awkwardly-executed broken line drawings, this is a very
M simplified version of the Christmas story, simple both in the writing style and in the
3-4 stripping of some of the details of the Christmas story: shepherds are included, but
yrs. the wise men and the angel are omitted. A preface suggests ways to use the book and
to augment it with other activities. This may be useful in religious education pro-
grams at the nursery level, but the use of repeated words ("Knock, knock, knock.
Joseph knocked on the door .. ." or "Wah, wah, wah. The baby gave a loud cry
. ." or "Step, step, step. The sun went down .. ."), a device intended to encourage
participation and prepare the child for independent reading, seems forced and robs
the familiar story of the grace that is so integral a part of the Biblical version and that
is maintained in other versions intended for the read-aloud audience.
Dygard, Thomas J. Outside Shooter. Morrow, 1979. 78-24002 Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22177-7;
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32177-1. 156p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
A basketball story is told from the viewpoint of the coach, Deke Warden, who has
Ad come to Bloomfield High aware of the fact that at least part of the team's bad record
6-9 has to do with the attitude of its best player, Bobby. Hostile and arrogant, Bobby is
as disliked by his teammates as he is cheered by his fans. Suspended for lighting
firecrackers in a classroom, a sullen Bobby's missing from the first game; he returns a
bit chastened, but Deke can see that the other players recognize no difference. After
another misdemeanor, Deke helps Bobby, threatened with being refused participa-
tion in extracurricular activities, and Bobby makes a clear-the-air speech to his
teammates. They then win a game. This is a slight variant on the formula sports story,
but it has most of the familiar elements-including a hostile sports reporter. The
writing style is adequate, including some game sequences, and the characters are
believable if not developed, but it's a run-of-the-mill story.
Edelson, Edward. Great Kids of the Movies; illus. with photographs. Doubleday, 1979. 78-
14697. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14127-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-14128-9. 121p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.90 net.
For the readers for whom the book is designed, and to whom it is addressed ("So
Ad you want to be a star . .. There's hardly a kid alive who hasn't dreamed .. .") this
6-8 may be interesting because the people Edelson writes about are other children or
adolescents; for older readers or old movie buffs it will be a nostalgia trip. The writing
is informal, tinged with journalese, and the text consists of descriptions of the careers
of child stars from Mary Pickford to Tatum O'Neal; the author does a modicum of
analysis of successes and failures, sometimes related to changes in voice or appear-
ance but just as often due to changing trends or participation in a movie or television
series that failed and carried a child star to oblivion along with the rest of the cast. An
index is included.
Emberley, Edward R. Ed Emberley's Amazing Look Through Book; written and illus. by Ed
Emberley. Little, 1979. 78-31949. ISBN 0-316-23407-9. 26p. $4.95.
Something new, a book that has a strong game element, can be used by beginning
Ad spellers to reinforce their efforts. In a series of pages that are looked at sideways,
1-2 pictures and letters are incomplete; when the page is held up to the light the full
details of the picture and the letter or letters missing from the words appear. A typical
short word is "dog"; only the "d" and "g" are seen first, and some portions of a
stylized pink and white animal, but when the page is held to the light, the center letter
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and the other parts of the dog are visible. All of the pictures are of animal forms, and
each recto page (the missing details are on the reverse of the page) carries a clue
above the identifying word; these clues are the one weakness of the book, for two
reasons: one is that they are a bit cutesy (dog is "a fuzzy roofer," owl is "he who
hoos," and mice are "three wee squeakers") and the other is that some of the clue
words may be difficult for a child who's spelling "cat" and "dog."
Fritz, Jean. Stonewall; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Putnam, 1979. 79-12506. Trade ed. ISBN
0-399-20698-1; Paper ed. ISBN 0-399-20699-X. 157p. Trade ed. $7.95; Paper ed.
$3.95.
There is no adulatory writing, no overdramatization in this biography of the rigid,
R zealous, in some instances fanatical Jackson; Jean Fritz focuses on Jackson's prow-
6-9 ess as a military leader, and most of the book is concerned with the years of the Civil
War, but the early portion of the text so skillfully establishes Jackson's probity,
eccentricity, and toughness that the later portion serves to amplify the personal
portrait as well as to give a vivid picture of the war years. An extensive bibliography
corroborates the evidence of careful research that permeates a well-written and
carefully structured text.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art of the Comic Strip; Macmillan, 1979. 78-24342. ISBN 0-02-736500-X.
52p. illus. $8.95.
Glubok describes the evolution of the earliest comic strips in the 1890's and dis-
Ad cusses their immediate and continuing popularity here and abroad. A page or two is
4-7 devoted to each of a series of the most popular strips, old and new; the author
discusses visual innovations, conventions, and special characteristics of each car-
toonist and gives a general description of each set of cartoon characters. Some of the
pages add comments of a general nature ("Comics have become an important part of
our popular culture and influenced other art forms, including painting, ballet and
theater.") Many of the remarks point out obvious devices, but the majority can help
readers recognize the differences in use of balloons, degree of animation, use of
cliffhanger endings, the gag strip versus the continuity strip, and various artistic
techniques. The writing is direct and a bit choppy, but for old and new comic strip
buffs this will provide a nostalgia trip.
Hamalian, Leo, ed. Rogues; Stories of Swindlers, Thieves, and Confidence Men. T. Y.
Crowell, 1979. 78-19512. ISBN 0-690-03913-1. 245p. $8.95.
An anthology of tales that have drama and humor comprises selections by Leslie
R Charteris, Sholem Aleichem, P. G. Wodehouse, Jesse Stuart, and 0. Henry. The
7- heroes are all endearing rascals, from Franpois Villon (as he is seen by John Erskine)
to the tired pool-hall shark of "The Hustler" by Walter Tevis. The book has variety
of pace and style, and the tales have been arranged, the compiler states, ". .. to
suggest the changing nature and scope of roguery . .. from the congenial to the edge
of violence." There's a bit of corn in some of the selections, but the volume on the
whole is engaging; the theme is ". .. roguery observed, not roguery condoned."
Haney, Lynn. Perfect Balance: The Story of an Elite Gymnast; illus. with photographs by
Bruce Curtis. Putnam, 1979. 78-11634. ISBN 0-399-20661-2. 63p. $8.95.
"Elite gymnast" is the highest category in ranking gymnastic performance, and
R most of this text is about fifteen-year-old Leslie Russo, an elite gymnast who hopes to
5-7 represent the United States in the 1980 Olympics. While this book doesn't have the
focus and intimacy of A Very Young Gymnast by Krementz, it gives the same kind of
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information about the training, the dedication, the hard work, and the techniques
used in various events. Part of the book describes several other girl gymnasts, but
most of it is devoted to Leslie Russo and her aspirations, her feelings about competi-
tion, her record to date, and the ways in which her health, her other interests, and her
family mesh with her career. A glossary and a note on the gymnastics scoring system
are appended.
Hartman, Jane E. Animals That Live in Groups; illus. with photographs. Holiday House, 1979.
78-23906. ISBN 0-8234-0348-3. 125p. $6.95.
Although there have been other books on animal behavior or aspects of the topic,
R this is unusual in focusing on those facets that have to do with group behavior. The
7-10 text is logically organized and is written in a clear, straightforward style. Following a
general discussion of behavior patterns, Hartman examines kinds of group re-
lationships (migrating, hunting, protecting territory or each other, caring for the
young, etc.) and describes some of the patterns of behavior among various species,
some of the material being anecdotal and some based on scientists' research. A
glossary, a bibliography, and an index are provided.
Hautzig, Deborah. The Handsomest Father; illus. by Muriel Batherman. Greenwillow, 1979.
78-21277. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80214-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84214-3. 4 7p.
(Read-Alone Books) Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71.
Marsha began having qualms the day before Fathers' Visiting Day. What if he did
R something awful? What if everyone laughed? Worst of all, what if he looked differ-
K-2 ent? It didn't help a bit when Marsha's friend Kathryn announced that her father was
the handsomest in the world. Marsha lost her appetite, she tried to pretend she was
ill, she assured her father that he didn't really have to come. Came the Big Day.
Nervous at first, Marsha soon realized that there was nothing different about her
father and nothing that people would laugh at, so she relaxed and enjoyed the visit.
"I'm sure glad you came," she said at the end of the school day, "And you know
what else? . . . You're the handsomest father here." The illustrations are simple,
subdued and lightly colored line drawings with just a touch of Gluyas Williams style;
the story is direct, ingenuous without being too cute, and lightly amusing in the way it
expresses a reaction many children share.
Herda, D. J. Vegetables in a Pot; illus. by Kathy Fritz McBride and with photographs.
Messner, 1979. 78-23936. ISBN 0-671-32929-4. 94p. $7.29.
While there are many books that tell young readers how to grow vegetables in
R containers, indoors or out, there's always room for another that is clear and explicit,
4-7 as this is. Herda covers all aspects save for plant diseases (to which there is only a
passing reference) and describes every step in plant care from preparing the soil and
cleaning pots to fertilizing the growing plant, and he writes for the beginner, explain-
ing how to water, for example, and how much to water, and how to test the soil to see
if watering is needed. A section that describes some appropriate varieties of different
kinds of vegetables includes space and depth needed, and germination-to-maturity
time; a list of seed companies and an index are appended.
Hoff, Sydney. Santa's Moose; written and illus. by Syd Hoff. Harper, 1979. 78-22483. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-022505-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022506-8. 32p. (Early I Can Read
Books) Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Slight but seasonally appealing, this cartoon-illustrated Christmas story in-
corporates a goal set and achieved. Milton the moose offers to help pull Santa's
sleigh; at first he is clumsy, landing noisily on rooftops and trying so hard to bend
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Ad over them and peer into windows that he pulls the harnessed reindeer after him when
3-5 he falls off the roof. Santa Claus is patient and encouraging, and Milton soon gets the
yrs. hang of it, even pulling the sleigh alone when the eight reindeer tire of their heavy
load. When Christmas deliveries are over, Milton looks forward to working the next
year, wishes the forest animals a Merry Christmas and closes with the traditional
"Joy to the world and peace on earth."
Holme, Bryan. Enchanted World: Pictures to Grow Up With. Oxford, 1979. 78-11546. ISBN
0-19-520127-2. 95p. illus. $9.95.
"What they all have in common," states the jacket blurb, "is the gift of enchant-
Ad ment," and Holme has chosen a great variety of pictures (including some book
6-9 illustrations) to illustrate his belief that pictures appeal to us in various ways, and that
"what makes one painting seem better than another is not always craftsmanship ...
but when a certain magic guides an artist's eye and hand." Almost half the pictures
reproduced here are in full color; they are in no discernible arrangement (not
chronological, or by country, or by school) save for an occasional subject grouping;
they are crowded on some pages. The text, in uncomfortably small print, tends to be
descriptive and at times rapturous. While the reproductions are of good quality, and
the book affords visual pleasure and can give readers familiarity with some fine works
of art, it gives little more information, save for titles and artists, than is inherent in the
pictures.
Hopf, Alice L. Animals That Eat Nectar and Honey; illus. by Matthew Kalmenoff. Holiday
House, 1979. 78-15130. ISBN 0-8234-0338-6. 110p. $6.95.
First describing the evolution of plants that are pollinated by various animal forms,
R and the characteristics that have developed (hard-to-reach nectar, scent paths in
5-7 petals, petal colors, etc.) that encourage eaters of nectar and honey, Hopf goes on to
describe, in separate chapters, those bees, wasps, ants, flies, butterflies and moths,
bats, and some other mammals that are nectar-eaters. Such chapters give facts about
reproduction, nesting, foraging, social patterns, anatomical features, and so on. The
material is well-organized, and the writing style is direct, casual but not popularized.
The illustrations are carefully placed and captioned, and a glossary, a reading list,
and a relative index are provided.
Huddy, Delia. Time Piper. Greenwillow, 1979. 78-24339. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80212-5; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-688-84212-7. 247p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63 net.
In a particularly deft meshing of fantasy and realism, Huddy brings a medieval
R legend into the story of a strange and isolated girl and the young man who feels a
7-9 protective love for her. This story, first published in England, is not a love story,
however, but a science fantasy; it is written with depth and perception, at once
tender in mood and gravid with suspense. Luke had known the girl, who called
herself "Hare," in their village, where she was regarded with dislike and suspicion.
Aloof, withdrawn, and independent, Hare turned up in London, where Luke had a
temporary job on a project directed by a brilliant young scientist, Tom Humboldt.
Humboldt had received funding for building a time machine. Is there something about
him that draws Hare and others like her-for Luke discovers there are others like
her-to him? Why have they massed, silently, to follow him? Does it have something
to do with the children of twelfth-century Hamelin? Was there really a Pied Piper, or
were these children drawn out of their time by Humboldt's machine? By the time of
the stunning and satisfying conclusion, Luke knows he loves Hare and begins to feel
that there may be hope for her response in the future. And all through the book, the
details of the project, the relationships Luke has with the staff, the way in which a
puzzled Luke keeps a secret watch on Hare build and knit toward the conclusion.
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Iverson, Genie. I Want To Be Big; illus. by David McPhail. Unicorn/Dutton, 1979. 78-31101.
ISBN 0-525-32539-5. 32p. $6.95.
McPhail's scratchy, realistic line drawings are nicely placed on spacious pages that
Ad carry a monologue, a small girl's musings on the relative advantages and dis-
3-5 advantages of freedom and responsibility-although she doesn't phrase it that way.
yrs. What she wants is to be big enough to read her brother's comic books, but not too big
to attend the library story hour, small enough to keep her vampire costume but too
big to wear her party dress with the itchy slip, big enough to cross the street alone,
but not too big to hold grandfather's hand when they go for a walk, and so on. Not a
new concept in books for very young children, this lacks a storyline but it has a theme
that should appeal to its audience, and the writing has a direct, ingenuously serious
quality.
James, Elizabeth. How to Grow a Hundred Dollars; by Elizabeth James and Carol Barkin;
illus. by Joel Schick. Lothrop, 1979. 78-31855. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41894-5; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-688-51894-X. 64p. $5.95.
As they did in What Do You Mean by "Average"? the authors very neatly inte-
R grate a storyline and great deal of information. In this book, Amy ponders ways of
5-7 earning enough money to go on a camping trip and decides, when she finds a bargain
price on overstocked fishbowls, to make terrariums. As time goes by, she learns how
to keep a balance sheet, how to make estimates, how to bank her growing profits so
that her money will draw interest, and how to cope with competition, loans, over-
head, losses, and so on. Occasionally the text goes past Amy's immediate concerns,
as when it digresses to discuss taxes, but it is always lucid, and there's enough
storyline to give readers some satisfaction when Amy achieves her goal and decides
to go out of business.
Kahl, Virginia. Whose Cat Is That? written and illus. by Virginia Kahl. Scribner, 1979.
78-31278. ISBN 0-684-16097-8. 29p. $7.95.
Simple, almost naive in line and technique, Kahl's cat parades through a black,
R white, red, and green world; she has come to a village of seven houses and is looking
K-2 for a home. Each household adopts the pretty little white cat, each gives her a
different name, and so Melinda Miranda Belinda Cassandra Arvilla Priscilla Jane
accepts food and cosseting from all seven families. Because of a plague of vermin,
authorities come to check each home and make sure it has a cat. And how do they get
around the fact that there's only one cat in town? They do, and the read-aloud
audience should enjoy the ploy. More ingenuous than ingenious, this has just enough
suspense and action for a young audience that should also be entertained by the
situation, the cumulating of names, and the enthusiastic nonsense of the town's
solution to its plight.
Kaplow, Robert. Two in the City. Houghton, 1979. 78-31649. ISBN 0-395-27813-9. 146p. $6.95.
Although their parents disapprove, high school sweethearts Stacey and David
M decide that they are going to New York to live together and get jobs rather than going
7-10 to college. They both get office jobs, but Stacey is the only one who gets any
satisfaction out of working. David detests his boring job, worries about their drifting
apart, is homesick, and wonders if Stacey still loves him. Stacey wonders too, since
she is strongly attracted to a man who's a colleague. In a moment of despair, David
admits he's a weak person and Stacey announces that she loves him the way he is,
"And in their tiny apartment under the falling snow, they held each other in their
arms and cried for joy." Kaplow does not praise or condemn, and he is realistic about
the abrasions of life, but he never moves his characters along. They don't develop,
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although they gain a measure of insight. The weakest aspect of the book is the slow
pace, effected primarily through long, introspective passages.
Leech, Jay. Bright Fawn and Me; by Jay Leech and Zane Spencer; illus. by Glo Coalson.
T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-19215. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-039737-9; Library ed. ISBN
0-690-03938-7. 30p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Set a century ago, the story is told by a Cheyenne child whose family is partici-
R pating in an inter-tribal fair, and whose pleasure is dimmed by the fact that she is in
K-2 charge of her small sister, Bright Fawn. Bright Fawn, plump and cheerful, draws
fond comments from passersby, but her sister is not enchanted by the repeated
remark, "You have a fine little sister," while she's coping with a clinging little hand,
a dirty and sticky face that Bright Fawn refuses to have cleaned, and the slow,
stumbling walk that's all Bright Fawn can manage. Still, when another girl echoes her
comment that her little sister is a pest, she becomes irritated, and offers a protective,
loving hand. Told with a sweet simplicity, the story shows the eternal and universal
qualities of a sibling relationship, and it's enhanced by the illustrations, in soft earth
colors, of two attractive children in varied scenes of the cheerful bustle of the fair.
Lerner, Carol. Flowers Of A Woodland Spring; written and illus. by Carol Lerner. Morrow,
1979. 78-32154. Trade ed. ISBN 0-668-22190-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32190-9. 2 7p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63 net.
The delicacy and fidelity of Lerner's exquisite paintings and drawings (some in
R color, some in black and white) are set off by spacious and dignified page layout. The
3-5 text describes the ephemeral flowering plants of early springtime, plants like spring
* beauty or trout lilies, those early bloomers that disappear as soon as the trees above
them come into leaf and block the sunlight. Lerner shows, in clear diagrams and
equally clear text, how the storage systems of such plants (through rhizomes, corms,
bulbs, and tubers) carry through the long months between their short blooming
seasons. A good book for budding botanists, and a pleasure to look at.
Levy, Elizabeth. Frankenstein Moved In On the Fourth Floor; illus. by Mordicai Gerstein.
Harper, 1979. 78-19830. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023810-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-
023811-0. 57p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Sam convinces his younger brother Robert that the man who has just moved into
Ad an apartment in their building is really Frankenstein: his name is Mr. Frank, he's thin
3-5 and pale, he's disliked by adult neighbors because he's surly, strange noises come
from his apartment, and he uses a lot of strange electrical equipment. Too much
coincidence; he must be Frankenstein! The boys prowl around Frank's basement
locker and are detected, and they're even more frightened; when Mr. Frank moves
out (because his neighbors object to the noise of his electronic equipment) Sam and
Robert are relieved. The concept will probably titillate readers, but the possibility of
Mr. Frank being anything other than an eccentric and cantankerous man is not really
convincing. What makes the book hold the reader is really the style: bright, brisk,
and amusing. The heavily hatched illustrations add a macabre note.
Lexau, Joan M. I Hate Red Rover; illus. by Gail Owens. Dutton, 1979. 78-12873. ISBN
0-525-32527-1. 56p. (Fat Cat Books) $5.95.
Realistic drawings, softly shaded but precise in detail, illustrate a story for begin-
Ad ning independent readers. Jill, smaller than the others in her class, never is able to
1-2 break through the locked hands of her classmates (or keep them from breaking
through) and so she hates the playground game of Red Rover, hates being laughed at.
Grampa, her comforter, confesses he dreads being laughed at, because he's going to
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get false teeth and knows he'll look ludicrous. Jill is determined to play Red Rover
the right way and succeeds; when she comes to tell Grampa of her triumph, laughing,
he takes his teeth out and they both laugh at that. Perhaps the lesson is that one
should learn to laugh at oneself, perhaps it's that one should try harder; in either
case, the instructive aura pervades the story. However, it's not too obtrusive, and
the story is nicely structured and well told, with the probable appeal of a situation
familiar to most children.
Lingard, Joan. Odd Girl Out. Elsevier/Nelson, 1979. 79-4672. ISBN 0-525-66629-0. 187p.
$7.95.
Set in Edinburgh, a contemporary story of adolescent rebellion and adjustment is
R distinctive for its depth in characterization and its smooth yet vigorous writing style,
7-9 particularly in the felicitously natural dialogue. Fourteen, awkward, and almost a
six-footer, Ellen's only friends are Davie and Isadora, neighbors in the tenement
neighborhood where she feels at home and from which her mother yearns to escape.
Escape comes in the form of a prissy suitor; Ellen detests him because she has to live
in his cluttered bungalow on the other side of town, and because she idolizes the
father who had died when she was three. She knows her mother hadn't been happy
with her first husband; Ellen's father had been a negligent and profligate musician.
Mum doesn't even like Ellen's interest in music, and resents the fact that an old man
for whom Ellen does chores is giving her piano lessons. Ellen, sulky and rebellious at
home, takes refuge in daydreams about the old man's nephew, a Parisian, dreams
that end when the young man's visit is cancelled. She runs away, is found, and learns
from her mother that her father isn't dead but had deserted them and is remarried
and living abroad with his new family. Brought down to earth, Ellen compromises
with reality and sees for the first time that her maligned stepfather is really a kindly
and generous man. A fine and flowing book.
Mark, Jan. Under the Autumn Garden; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. T. Y. Crowell, 1979.
78-4779. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03903-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-03904-2. 211p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79 net.
Matthew is a quiet, imaginative child of ten whose curiosity is stimulated by his
R history class assignment, finding out something about the history of his Norfolk
5-6 village. He begins an excavation, hoping to find remnants of an old priory, but his
* slow method and the interference of two other, older boys keeps him from complet-
ing his project. Disgraced at school, he stumbles on an ancient ring. Too late for the
assignment, but Matthew treasures his find nevertheless. This is the mild story line of
a book that is rich in characterization, sensitive to relationships among children,
lightened by the humor of the dialogue and colored by local idiom. A gentle and
perceptive story is distinctively English in flavor but its differences should present no
barrier to enjoyment by children elsewhere.
Moore, Janet Gaylord. The Eastern Gate: An Invitation to the Arts of China and Japan.
Collins, 1979. 78-59816. ISBN 0-529-05434-5. 296p. illus. $24.95.
An art educator, a seasoned writer who has lived in the far East, and herself an
R artist, Moore provides more than facts about Chinese and Japanese art history or
7- even about the many art forms she discusses: she relates individual works, trends,
* and styles to cultural, philosophic, and artistic traditions of China and Japan. The
book is profusely and beautifully illustrated with photographs of paintings, ceramics,
gardens, architecture, sculpture, prints, furniture, and photography, and the author
also provides pictures of the work of western artists to illustrate influences, dif-
ferences, and similarities. The material on Chinese art and on Japanese art is divided
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by a section on the literature of the two countries. Moore's writing is serious but not
dry, expert but not incomprehensible to the uninitiate, and remarkable for its equal
success in giving small details or broad viewpoints. Notes, a glossary, a guide to
pronunciation, an index, and an extensive divided bibliography are appended to a
book that is as informative as it is handsome.
Myers, Amy. I Know a Monster; written and illus. by Amy Myers. Addison-Wesley, 1979.
78-11692. ISBN 0-201-04990-2. 26p. $5.95.
A group of children, sitting in a circle, imagine a monster to whom they add horrify-
NR ing details until the creature becomes really frightening, and the story ends with, "He
K-2 has the magic power to change into a ... cockroach. And I stepped on him!" A very
slight story, this might have been given substance if the illustrations had humor or if
they expanded the story. Unfortunately, the monster is a confused blob of green and
the children look like cartoon characters drawn by other children.
Newman, Gerald. The Changing Eskimos; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1979. 78-15956.
ISBN 0-531-02271-4. 48p. (Easy-Read Fact Books) $5.90.
A continuous text is printed in large type on spacious pages illustrated by full-color
Ad photographs, and is logically arranged, moving from broad areas like weather and
2-4 geography to comments on clothing, education, hunting practices, and recreation.
While the coverage has little depth, the book can serve well as an introduction to the
changing culture of the Eskimo peoples; clearly and simply written, it points out that
there are changes although it gives little attention to cultural conflict, and it firmly
asserts the pride the Eskimos have in their traditions. Phonetic spellings are given for
words deemed difficult for the primary grades reader; some of these seem arbitrary:
"down," or "moose," for example. A brief relative index is appended.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Halloween Mystery; illus. by Jim Cummins. Whitman, 1979. 79-166.
ISBN 0-8075-3136-7. 32p. $4.95.
The Halloween setting and the appeal of a mystery story may attract primary
Ad grades readers, but the story actually has little suspense; the logical ending is realistic
2-4 but a bit flat. The book is adequately illustrated by line and wash drawings that have
the sketchy look of the work of Beth and Joe Krush; the writing style has an easy
flow; it's the plot that's weak. Left with a new sitter, an elderly neighbor named Mrs.
Foshee, Susan is convinced she's a witch. Mrs. Foshee has a bag out of which pokes
a witch's tall hat; she had accurately predicted a heavy rain, and she had magically
enticed Susan's small brother to go to bed. All of these are explained, although they
hardly need to be, and Mrs. Foshee tells Susan some facts about the celebration of
Halloween by the Celts.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Kidnapping of Christina Lattimore. Harcourt, 1979. 78-20570.
ISBN 0-15-242657-4. 179p. $6.95.
Christina's grandmother is a Texas legend, a woman who runs an oil company, is a
AD powerful political force, and is a cultural affairs matriarch. Small wonder that her son
7-9 accedes to her wishes-and small wonder that her grandchild resents the fact that
both of them refuse to let her use part of a large trust fund to participate in a class visit
to Europe. Then Christina is kidnapped, the ransom paid, and the kidnappers caught;
she finds the fact that her parents and her grandmother believe the kidnappers'
story-that she herself helped plan a fake kidnapping-almost as horrifying as the
experience of being a captive. Christina, with the help of a young journalist, is
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determined to go beyond police efforts and prove her innocence, and when she has
done so she has gained enough security to declare her independence about educa-
tional plans, refusing to accede to her domineering grandmother's dictum. Since the
protagonist's innocence is known to the reader, any suspense hinges on whether or
not Christina will be able to prove that she had not participated in the kidnapping
scheme, and the solution of her dilemma is a bit disappointing in that a slim lead and
her own perspicacity triumph. The book is adequately structured and written, with
strong characterization of most of the adult characters, but the theme of Christina's
struggle for independence and the highly dramatic plot don't quite fuse.
Olney, Ross Robert. Keeping Our Cities Clean; illus. with photographs. Messner, 1979. 78-
26253. ISBN 0-671-32942-1. 64p. $6.97.
Simply written and adequately organized, this text is informative but stolid and
Ad quite dull reading. Olney describes the procedures and machines that are used by
2-4 communities that must cope with both the continuing problems of city life (sewage,
litter) and with the emergencies (fires, accidents, heavy snowfalls) that arise. He
points out that many cleaning jobs are done by manual labor, and that much work
could be avoided if citizens were more careful.
Owen, Dilys. Leo Possessed; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Harcourt, 1979. 78-20572. ISBN
0-15-244897-7. 150p. $7.95.
Thirteen-year-old Leonora tells the story of the strange crying that she and her
M brother hear in the inherited house to which her widowed mother has just moved.
6-8 The youngest child matter-of-factly reports discussions with the ghost, Etty; why, a
puzzled Leo wonders, does she see Etty as a young woman when the record shows
that Etty died at the age of five? Answer: Etty's spirit wants to grow up, and her way
of doing it is to take possession of Leo. The occult aspect is intricate and not wholly
convincing; it doesn't mesh smoothly with the realistic aspects of the story, such as
Leo's interest in playing piano or her resentment against the man who, by the end of
the story, has married her mother. First published in England, the story is marred by
weaknesses of plot and structure rather than by style.
Oxenbury, Helen. The Queen and Rosie Randall; written and illus. by Helen Oxenbury.
Morrow, 1979. 78-10375. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22171-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
32171-2. 30p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
Oxenbury's watercolor illustrations are notable for their humor, vitality, and use of
R color, and they echo the breezy nonsensicality of a text told in bland, direct style.
K-3 The Queen (stout, middle-aged, and firmly attached to her crown even when she's in
a bathrobe) calls on Rosie for suggestions about entertaining the visiting King of
Wottermazzy, and Rosie hastens over to the palace and announces it will be outdoor
games. Although several minor disasters occur, the King has a great time playing
hide and seek, swinging, jumping rope, etc. And Rosie cycles back home, calm as
always, and calls out, "What's for supper, Mum?" What satisfaction the read-aloud
audience may have from hearing of a situation in which all the adults are controlled
by a child!
Paterson, Katherine. Angels & Other Strangers. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-63797. ISBN 0-690-
03992-1. 128p. $7.95.
A collection of short stories about the meaning of Christmas comprises nine tales
Ad that were read aloud (one was published) over the years by the author's husband to
9- his congregation on Christmas Eve. Although uneven, most are well written, deeply
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devout, often sentimental, and often so intricate or sophisticated in conception that
they seem more appropriate for an adult audience than for children, although there
are child characters in many of the stories. One of the stories is about a woman who
grieves for a stillborn child, another is about a boy whose younger sister assumes
piety so that she will be good and be loved (she's assumed she's rejected because
there's a new baby), another is about a father who searches for a lost son and finds
that he also has a grandchild. Each is set at Christmas, and each protagonist finds joy
or solace or new understanding through faith.
Pearce, Ann Philippa. The Battle of Bubble and Squeak; illus. by Alan Baker. Deutsch/
Dutton, 1979. 78-74460. ISBN 0-233-96986-1. 88p. $5.95.
Bubble and Squeak are the two gerbils that a boy who was moving away had given
R to Sid Sparrow. Sid's sisters adored them, his stepfather tried to be impartial but was
4-6 anxious not to argue with his wife. And that was the trouble, the cause of the battle,
for Sid's mother "didn't like animals, had never liked animals, and never would like
animals." She surreptitiously threw the cage out, and when a conscientious dustman
brought them to the house she had to cope with a hysterical small girl-and she
promised her daughter she'd never again give or throw the animals away. That's the
first round of the battle, and readers should be happy with the conclusion, but the
question of whether the gerbils are kept or not is-while appealing in itself-not the
core of the story. The core is really in the delicate balance of the parent-child re-
lationship, and the facets here are explored with sympathy and percipience, espe-
cially in the characterization of the children's stepfather, who valiantly supports the
children and sees their need for pets yet doesn't want to antagonize his wife and make
it even harder for the children.
Perl, Lila. Don't Ask Miranda. Seabury, 1979. 78-23835. ISBN 0-8164-3229-5. 164p. $7.50.
New in the neighborhood, ignored by her classmates, thirteen-year-old Miranda is
R thrilled when a boy in her class, Hal, comes into the bakery where she works part-
5-7 time for "Aunt" Friedl. Even when she learns that Hal's friendliness is due to the
fact that he wants her to help him win a school election, Miranda's pleased. Unhappy
at home (father a boastful failure, mother a self-satisfied spendthrift), she turns ea-
gerly to the new friends she makes at school, even when she realizes that they expect
her to steal baked goods for them . .. and then insist she steal a purse. That's when
Miranda balks. She also balks at moving again when her father announces he's had
(again) a marvelous offer, and her parents agree to let her stay with Aunt Friedl and
finish the year. Here, as in her other decision, Miranda shows her growing maturity,
for she can now accept Aunt Friedl as imperfect, having learned that "Uncle"
Heinrich was not Friedl's brother but her lover, and she can accept and love her
parents. While the ending is not strong, the book has good characterization, con-
vincing relationships, and natural dialogue, and it deals perceptively and candidly
with the ethical conflicts that most children confront at some time.
Peterson, Jeanne Whitehouse. That Is That; illus. by Deborah Ray. Harper, 1979. 77-25676.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024708-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024709-6. 29p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
Framed pictures, soft and subdued, illustrate a gentle but rather static mood story
Ad about a small girl who adjusts to her father's departure. She refuses to say goodbye,
K-2 but she mourns his absence; as time passes, she becomes absorbed in other things
and accepts the fact that her father is not coming back. This is a quiet story that
verges on the sentimental, but it is effective in maintaining a tender mood and is told
with affective simplicity.
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Peyton, K. M. A Midsummer Night's Death. Collins, 1979. 78-9822. ISBN 0-529-05453-1.
13 8p. $6.95.
The hero of a notable English author's Prove Yourself a Hero, Jonathan, is now a
R sixth-form prefect at a school he finds boring save for one master, Charles Hugo;
7-10 Hugo is a mountain climber as well as a teacher, and to Jonathan he's the epitome of
the just, intelligent, and brave man. All the more horrifying, then, when evidence
points to the fact that Hugo has murdered another master, Robinson. There's no
omniscience, melodrama, or last-minute disclosure here, but a well-crafted story
line; the minor plot threads are supportive rather than distracting, and the character
ization is strong and consistent. Peyton's writing is mature and polished, and the book
gives a vivid and occasionally humorous picture of the vagaries and nuances of life at
an English public school.
Pinkwater, Daniel Manus. Return of the Moose; written and illus. by Daniel M. Pinkwater.
Dodd, 1979. 78-22434. ISBN 0-396-07674-2. 64p. $6.95.
A sequel to Blue Moose, but standing solidly on its own, this is a hilarious tall tale,
R the exaggerations given a nice foil by the dead-pan sobriety of the telling. The blue
4-6 moose who acts as waiter in Mr. Breton's restaurant writes-as he is immodestly
quick to point out-the world's greatest story; he describes his many feats (being
President, single-handedly ending World War II, breaking several sports records,
etc. etc.) and goes through wickedly stereotypical creative anguish before submitting
the manuscript to the publisher. He is horrified when the book emerges as a love
story with a lurid jacket, eats all copies in stock and demands a book based on his
manuscript, goes to Hollywood to consult on the movie version (with Robert
Blueford playing the blue moose in the film) and comes back to his old life with relief.
Pinkwater has a yeasty style and he knows just how far to carry nonsense without
letting it degenerate into senselessness. This is a good choice for reading aloud to
younger children.
Robison, Nancy L. Space Hijack! illus. by Edward Frascino. Lothrop, 1979. 78-24218. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-668-41897-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51897-4. 63p. (Fun-To-Read) Trade
ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71 net.
Carrying the Science Fair experiment that had won a prize and earned them a trip
M to the moon, Mark and Ted notice that the man sitting next to them at take-off beeps
2-3 instead of talking and that they're the only passengers on the ship-that most of the
crew and passengers are still on the ground. The other passenger proves to be
wearing a mask; he's a four-eyed, transparent creature from another planet. (No
explanation of how he tied up the captain, or how he gets from his seat to the
captain's cabin.) The boys manage to cross to the hijacker's transparent space ship,
foil him and his cohorts, get back to their own captain and free him, and set off for
earth with a pocketful of diamonds they grabbed along the way. Last gag: "There is a
man in the Moon, and there are diamonds in the sky!" A pell-mell plot, easy to read
but carelessly contrived, and cartoon-style illustrations that are not Frascino's best
work, but the subject may well make the book appealing to some readers.
Roy, Ron. Three Ducks Went Wandering; illus. by Paul Galdone. Seabury, 1979. 78-12629.
ISBN 0-8164-3231-7. 30p. $8.95.
Somewhat in the style of Pat Hutchins' Rosie's Walk, three ducklings scurry
R about, oblivious to what is happening behind them. In this case it's a series of
3-6 predatory forays-and each time the bull-or fox, or snake-gets close, the duck-
yrs. lings blithely do just exactly the right thing, unaware of danger at their backs. There's
* a repeat pattern that encourages listener-participation, as the ducks wander "right in
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front of. . ." the predator, and a nice ending, when they go back to the barnyard and
are "right in front of (turn page) . . . THEIR MOTHER!" Placidly she notes that
they must need a nap and takes them under her wing. Action, fun, good pace, and the
lively humorous pictures, featuring foxes with super-leers and the angriest bull for
miles around, combine to create a totally engaging picture book.
Sandler, Martin W. The Story of American Photography. Little, 1979. 78-24025. ISBN 0-316-
77021-3. 318p. illus. $16.95.
Daguerrotypes, stereographs, dry-plate, wet-plate, tintype . .. all of the old tech-
R niques of the early days are described and pictured in an interesting history that
7- moves from stiffly posed groups and stern portraits to the documentary photography
and the news pictures, the art photography and advertising photography of today.
Not that the 19th century didn't have its landscape artists; early photographers were
quick to realize the opportunity the camera afforded. While Sandier does not ignore
inventions and improvements in film, cameras, and accessories, his emphasis is on
the artists and either the techniques or the subjects (or both) that made their work
distinctive. The writing is sequential, serious but not stolid, and very nicely inte-
grated with the illustrations, which are profuse and superb. A substantial list of
suggestions for further reading and an extensive index (in very small print) are ap-
pended.
Schleier, Curt. You'd Better Not Tell! Westminster, 1979. 78-20921. ISBN 0-664-32646-3. 93p.
$7.50.
Although the cover of the book shows a black child, there is nothing in the story to
M indicate the race of Harold Fisher, the protagonist. Harold knows, after a class visit
4-6 to a police station, that he wants to be a policeman, and he returns to the station and
is taken on as a pupil by kindly Officer Sherman. Sherman's tutelage helps Harold
follow the right procedures and help catch a criminal; although the press lauds him,
his friends give him the silent treatment. Why? He's a stool-pigeon. Harold's real
dilemma is that his best friend, Neil, has a delinquent older brother: is it better not to
antagonize Neil and stay away from the police station? Told of the problem, Sherman
is understanding and says Harold will be welcome if and when he wants to come
back. He does, after he spots Neil's brother as the perpetrator of a mugging; Neil
surprises Harold by telling him he did the right thing. So Harold's decision brings no
penalty. On the plus side, there's action, good adult-child relations, and the explicit
(if a bit didactic) exploration of an ethical problem; the story is weakened, however,
by the improbability of the time and attention a police officer is-while on duty-able
to give a child, by the pedestrian quality of the writing, and by the use of contrivance
in having Harold be on the scene of two criminal acts.
Seed, Suzanne. Fine Trades; written and illus. with photographs by Suzanne Seed. Follett,
1979. 78-74031. Trade ed. ISBN 0-695-81256-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-695-41256-6.
159p. Trade ed. $7.95;Library ed. $7.98 net.
Ten artisans discuss their work in a series of photo-essays of good quality; since
R the style of delivery as well as the trades are so different, the book has considerable
7- variety. The men and women who describe their work are a violin maker, a vintner, a
bookbinder, a chef, an arborist (tree surgeon), an art conservator, a piano technician
(tuner), a furrier, a photo printer, and a metalsmith. The occupations are not ordi-
nary, all demanding devotion and high standards; some have been acquired by
schooling, some by apprenticeship, and some by what one contributor calls "os-
mosis," learning a family craft. Different as the speakers are, they share a pride that
is exemplified by Elizabeth Kner, a bookbinder who came to the United States from
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Budapest when she was fifty-two; speaking of a patron's request that she use a design
that didn't fit a book, she says, "I can't give out from my hand something like this."
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. The 329th Friend; illus. by Cyndy Szekeres. Four Winds, 1979.
78-21770. ISBN 0-590-07558-6. 43p. $8.95.
Cyndy Szekeres has a field day drawing 329 more or less cuddly animals of all
Ad sorts, some au naturel and some brightly clad, as they gather to share the feast laid on
K-2 by Emery Raccoon. Emery, bored by his solitude and his own dullness, has invited
328 guests, hoping that one of them will become his friend. 329 forks, 329 glasses, 329
eggs, 329 napkins (he had to cut up a dozen sheets for those), 329 tarts, and so on.
Everyone comes, nobody talks to him; Emery picks up his food and goes into the
house for a solitary picnic, where he tells himself jokes and stories and decides that
he's his own best friend. His guests clamor for him, praise his hospitality, and take
off; Emery begins the long clean-up, but he's happy at the knowledge that "Today I
found a good friend I never noticed before," he's found himself. The exaggeration
(lunch for 329) will appeal to children, as will the animals, but it's Sharmat's style that
puts this not-too-substantial tale across, especially in the humor of Emery's
monologue at his private picnic: "Please pass the ketchup, Emery. My pleasure,
Emery. Fine meal. You're a perfect host, Emery. And you're a perfect guest, Emery.
Thank you, Emery."
Singer, Julia. Impressions: A Trip to the German Democratic Republic; written and illus. by
Julia Singer. Atheneum, 1979. 78-11299. ISBN 0-689-30696-2. 177p. $8.95.
Singer's photographs are of excellent quality, contributing human interest rather
Ad than information to a book that describes a six-week visit to East Germany; Singer
5-7 traveled with an interpreter who arranged the itinerary. Like any travel book, this is
limited to observations rather than based on thorough acquaintance, and-as do most
books about other countries-this can bring readers to an awareness that there are as
many similarities as there are differences among people of different countries. Singer
is fairly candid about ideological differences, but they are not stressed, since her
focus in on daily life and cultural patterns. The text is written in an easy, informal
style but marred by the more-than occasional note of rapture: "I put my arm around
her shoulder, she snuggled close to me and put her arm around my waist-how
sweet, how trusting, how open."
Sleator, William. Once, Said Darlene; illus. by Steven Kellogg. Dutton, 1979. 78-12643. ISBN
0-525-36410-2. 55p. (Fat Cat Books) $5.95.
Kellogg's yellow-tinted drawings add some vitality to a static text with a twist at
Ad the ending that may give more surprise than satisfaction. Darlene tells a group of
1-2 children a series of anecdotes about her own courageous adventures (Once she lived
in a castle, once she was on a ship that was attacked by pirates, once she was a
princess threatened by a bad magician, etc.) until they balk and say they don't believe
her. One boy announces he does believe her, and he's immediately transported to
Darlene's other, home world. Seems the bad magician had sent her to Earth to tell the
truth because she made up too many stories in her own world. Not as successful as
Sleator's writing for older readers.
Van Leeuwen, Jean. Seems Like This Road Goes On Forever. Dial, 1979. 78-72201. ISBN
0-8037-7687-X. 214p. $7.95.
Mary Alice is seventeen. She wakes in traction in a hospital bed, knowing who she
Ad is but not what has happened to her; she is aware, when her parents visit, that her
7-9 father is a stern, domineering minister and her mother preoccupied with church life,
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and she knows that since her brother left for college she has been unhappy. There are
moments of lucidity and moments of confusion, but Mary Alice cannot eat and does
not talk. Slowly she responds to a therapist, and her story unfolds: she remembers
parental punishment, deprivation, her father's grim prayers and her brother's de-
fiance about religious matters, her own guilt at shoplifting the pretty things her father
thought unnecessary, her dread at being forced to apply to a faith-healer's college.
Finally she remembers that she was caught stealing, that she ran to her father's car,
raced off, and had an accident; she discusses with the therapist what she will do when
she goes home, how she will tell her father that she refuses to go to Bob Parker
University, how she will face-and endure-his anger. This is a convicing account of
an emotional breakdown and of the achievement of self-understanding through
therapy, but as a story it's slow-paced, with little dramatic impact; the writing style
and characterization show perception but the first is uneven in tempo and the second
variable in depth.
Wade, Anne. A Promise is for Keeping; illus. by Jon Petersson. Childrens Press, 1979. 78-
12638. ISBN 0-698-20477-8. 31p. $5.95.
Two friends, playing on a beach, find a bracelet and agree that if it isn't claimed by
Ad anyone after advertising, they will take turns, each keeping it for a week. The first girl
K-2 to have it avoids her friend at the end of the week so that she can keep the bracelet;
the other girl writes a note saying ". .. You broke your promise. We are not friends
anymore." Dejected, the first girl finally brings the bracelet to her friend, saying she
won't go back on her word again. ". . . a promise is a promise. And a promise is
worth keeping." The book is illustrated by posed but fairly natural color photo-
graphs; the text is slight, with little exposition and no comments by the author. The
purposiveness is not masked, but it is the tepid quality of the writing rather than the
purposiveness that weakens the book.
Willard, Barbara. The Gardener's Grandchildren; illus. by Gordon King. McGraw-Hill, 1979.
78-23637. ISBN 0-07-070291-8. 144p. $7.95.
Their beloved grandfather had promised Mr. Alexander, the owner of the Scottish
Ad "Garden Island" that he would keep the place as the absent owner wanted it, ready
6-8 for his return. Ella and Rob knew, after their father died, that it would be necessary
to hire someone to help Granda, but they detested the man who came, suspected he
was a thief, and feared their mother would marry him. They also wondered what had
happened to Mr. Alexander and to his son, who had once been their mother's play-
mate, and what would happen to them if the owner died and his lawyer stopped
sending the checks that supported the family. The ending is a bit neat: Alexander's
grandson and heir appears, the man they suspected takes off hurriedly, and the
mainland lad that Ella fancies comes as Granda's assistant. However, compensating
for a rather humdrum plot are the vivid descriptions of the beautiful island setting and
the trenchant descriptions of the Scottish islander's way of life: the heavy re-
sponsibility assumed by children, the complete obedience to adult strictures, and the
strong sense of place and family.
Williams, Barbara. Whatever Happened to Beverly Bigler's Birthday? illus. by Emily Mc-
Cully. Harcourt, 1979. 78-20575. Hardcover ISBN 0-15-295286-1; Paperback ISBN
0-15-696083-4. 60p. Hardcover $5.95; Paperback $1.95.
Beverly, seven, is disgruntled because all the members of her family are too busy,
R on the day of her sister's wedding, to notice that it's also Beverly's birthday.
2-3 Grouchy, she pokes about the house. No presents. Craftily she puts her jeans on
under her "dumb pink dress" and rolls the legs high. After the ceremony, she finds a
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birthday cake at last, but it has no candles; she finds a pile of presents, but both
presents and cake are for her sister. She decides she'll run away, nobody has re-
membered her at all. Her father offers her a ride when he sees her leaving the hotel
where the wedding reception had been held. Beverly is baffled when he drives back
to the hotel and happily relieved when she walks into a room with presents, balloons,
a band, and all her friends from school shouting "Surprise!" McCully's scrawly,
lively line drawings are just right for the restless and resentful Beverly, and the
author so consistently maintains Beverly's view of the proceedings that the story
evokes the reader's sympathy even when the light treatment provokes humor.
Williams, Gurney. Twins; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1979. 78-9954. ISBN 0-531-02265-X.
64p. $5.45.
While the text deals with how fraternal and identical twins (or other multiple
Ad infants) are conceived, and discusses hereditary and environmental factors and re-
4-6 search about them, the focus of the book is on how identical twins feel. There are
numbers of comments from children who are identical twins about their joys and
problems in being twins, but primarily on how much each of them wants to be
considered an individual. Williams also describes some famous "Siamese" twins and
the Dionne quintuplets. Many readers are intrigued by the subject of twins, and the
book certainly gives facts about their conception, their feelings, their tastes (for
which some apparently conflicting statements are made), and the ways in which
scientists often use identical twins as control groups in studies of environment and
heredity as they affect individual growth. The writing style is not impressive, how-
ever, nor is the arrangement of material, the text reading as though a series of culled
notes had been put together by someone with no background in the field. A bibliogra-
phy and an index are provided.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. Marathon Miranda. Holiday House, 1979. 78-20615. ISBN 0-8234-
0349-1. 155p. $6.95.
Miranda's older brother thought her asthma was psychosomatic, that she used it to
R get out of things she didn't want to do. Miranda knew better, and she was hesitant
4-6 about joining her new friend, Phoebe, a dedicated runner in training for the Central
Park marathon. However, Miranda worked at it and, by the time of the marathon,
had learned how to pace herself and, although she trailed in late, made it all the way.
That's the major plot thread of a nicely balanced story; minor plots have to do with
Phoebe's difficult adjustment to the discovery that she's an adopted child, Miranda's
mild problem in getting along with her brother, and the problem Miranda's elderly
friend Margaret has in accepting the fact that she's been jilted by a younger man. It's
a smoothly integrated story line, given warmth and balance by the loving family
relationships and by humor; the dialogue is sprightly and natural, and the characters
are consistent and well-defined.
Wolfe, Louis. Disease Detectives; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1979. 78-11097. ISBN
0-531-02921-2. 64p. $5.90.
A text that describes the work of the Center for Disease Control includes interest-
R ing, often dramatic, material and gives accurate information but is weakened by a dry
4-6 and at times choppy writing style. Wolfe discusses the various bureaus that handle
special problems, such as the Bureau of Laboratories or the Bureau of Tropical
Disease, explaining that investigative and preventive medicine, maintains standards
in U.S. laboratories, and focuses on national health problems, working through and,
if necessary, with state agencies and cooperating with doctors throughout the world.
A list of books suggested for further reading and an index are appended.
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